Semi-closed bays suffer from water quality pollution frequently since ability of water exchange in semi-closed bays is poor. Many researchers and engineers have proposed the methods to improve water exchange in semi-closed sea. One of the easy methods for improving water exchange is to make a width of bay mouth narrow. According to the study of Murakami et al., the water exchange was improved by using the narrow bay mouth if the tidal amplitude was the same. In this study, the bay mouth shape in the model bay has been changed to improve the water exchange.
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The effects of the tidal residual currents on the property of water exchange have been studied.
The ability of the water exchange in semi-closed bay become better as the tidal residual current energy increases when the scale of the tidal residual circulation is small. On the other hand, the ability of the water exchange become worse as the tidal energy increases if the scale of tidal circulation is large.
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